[Relationship between CD105 and angiogenesis and biological behaviors in squamous carcinoma of larynx].
To investigate the expression of CD105 in angiogenesis of laryngeal squamous carcinoma and in its biological behaviors significance. To use double staining of immunohistochemistry for CD34/Ki67 and CD105/Ki67 in 30 laryngeal carcinomas and 10 normal mucosae respectively. Anti CD34 Mb and anti CD105 Mb were used to count microvessel density (MVD), respectively. Anti Ki67 Mb marked proliferous endothelium cell. The results were analyzed in relation to the clinical data. It revealed that higher levels of MVDCD105 in tumor tissue was observed than in normal samples(P<0.05). Proliferation index (PI) marked by CD105 was higher than that marked by CD34(P<0.01). A significant difference between high grade of differentiation and low grade of differentiation was found in MVDCD34 or MVDCD105 (P<0.05, both). There was no significant difference between lymph node metastasis and MVDCD34 or MVDCD105 (P>0.05). MVDCD105 increased along with increased tumor aggressiveness(P<0.01) and elevated clinical stages (P<0.01), but there was no correlation between MVDCD34 and tumor aggressiveness, clinical stages(P>0.05). CD105 is a differential marker of newly angiogenic blood vessel. The newly angiogenic blood vessel density was associated with tumor size and clinical stages, but not with lymph node metastasis.